The Chasm of Structural Discrimination: Women on the Frontline Against COVID-19
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Abstract: The swift and unceasing spread of COVID-19 has created a new wave of complications that have revealed dozens of issues dishevelled in the gendered and obsolete state management and in the low levels of social development, primarily focusing on the Balkans. With the onset of the pandemic, women with specific diseases belong to the most critical group, given the fact that infection with COVID-19 itself increases the risk of subsequent development of numerous health complications. This text briefly highlights the negative effects of the pandemic on women from several perspectives, trying to fleetingly show its severe impact on a global level and the necessity to improve a system that is barely surviving on already unsteady grounds.
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Introduction

As the progression of the pandemic started to become more evident, the sudden shift away from our ordinary and continuous social functioning, our communication with one another, has been altered immensely—its turnaround point started to emerge on the surface when distance became the most vital element of our day-to-day reality. All of the ongoing changes in terms of the restrictions of movement due to COVID-19, some of them unprecedented, led to many variations of mutual communication, and by that, left each individual in a state of oblivion that has rapidly spread throughout the globe, just as the pandemic started to fill out all spheres of society. The way we preserve the environment, as well as the continuous alterations of our segregated society, are both indispensable and key factors of the resilience of urbanized areas globally, reminding state executives that the long-awaited preparation for emergencies that are directly and inevitably caused by climate change—such as abrupt alterations in air, heat and pollution—are clearly needed. The emergence of COVID-19 reopened an ongoing and relevant discourse regarding the inequalities that occur due to gendered politics and underdeveloped state institutions, primarily showing the economic impact it has on women on a global level.

The COVID-19 regulations do not have the same impact on all citizens, since the structures of society continue to place a vast number of citizens on the margins, and even during these times when the pandemic is restlessly spreading, some people do not have the resources nor the opportunities to access basic health care. The United Nations’ 2020 policy brief clearly states the reasons why women, in particular, are being struck by the pandemic more than men, considering the amount of pre-existing inequalities in different spheres, starting from economic independence, unpaid or underpaid care work, accessibility to health care and violence solely based on their gender. Additionally, women who are part of marginalized societies in underdeveloped countries are at an even higher risk of COVID-19 transmission and fatalities, loss of livelihood, and increased violence, according to the UN’s latest report. Taking that

into consideration, the other part of the story is also causing a global concern, considering that approximately 70% of health workers and first responders around the globe are women, but they are still not on par economically with their male counterparts. “At 28%, the gender pay gap gap in the health sector is higher than the overall gender pay gap (16%).” Reconstructing the idea of young women as primary caretakers is profoundly entwined in the historical context of the society, in reciprocity with the influence from international bodies and communities that tend to create collective consciousness or unconsciousness, depending which societal group is primarily struck by the exploitation narrative. The ongoing impartial improvement in critical social spheres in the Western Balkan countries in the last five to ten years should not be professed nor confused for complete societal growth, considering the omnipresence of the out-of-date labour dichotomy and its incessant prevalence in Eastern European countries. Five long and rather painful economic fluctuations had struck the Western Balkans in the past and worsened the state of vulnerability that goes hand-by-hand with the long periods of transition, affecting the most valuable social spheres and causing a major setback to our already shaky economies, affecting the human capital and taking away already existing resources. Walking on already shaky grounds means that a crisis that presents itself as a heavy burden on a global level can only have an even more concerning negative impact on countries that are still coping with high percentage of poverty, gender inequality and unsteady economic structures, meaning that the multi-generational element of the family kinship that prevails in the Western Balkans has once again struck its most vulnerable members – women. Appraised as being primary care-takers, as if care for the youngest and the elderly family members is a freight to be carried around on their shoulders only, women are now facing a vast amount of newly presented issues that keep on strolling along the pandemic—more women are pushed into poverty than men, the education gap is once again increasing and leaving young women without proper education, there is a disproportionate increase in women’s unemployment which is later affecting their overall working time by significantly decreasing it.

Although all of the countries in the Western Balkans had gone through many painful transformations and deliberate alterations in their socio-democratic core, from 2006 up to late 2016, the principal wave of liberation has not managed to crucially transform the political articulation of valuable questions, such as the exploitation of marginalized communities. This has caused a very strange political discourse, one that presents an improved surface but which remains unchanged in regards to its, what we could call, profoundly ruined core values and fundamental principles of the rule of law, human rights and gender equality. The Western Balkans have already gone through significantly

Cancer treatment during COVID-19

Due to the specificity of the virus and its way of progression, from the very beginning of the pandemic, especially during the 24/7 quarantine in North Macedonia, there was a complete cessation of numerous interventions and diagnostic procedures that were regularly performed in health institutions. With the onset of the coronavirus pandemic, people with malignancies belong to one of the most critical groups, given the fact that COVID-19 itself increases the risk of subsequent developments of numerous health complications. In addition to that the consistent downfall of the number of health care workers in the country is also worsening the ongoing crisis, diminishing the institutional capacity to cope with the burden that inevitably started to present itself while the number of people that were struck by the virus was (and still is) growing. As it has already been pointed out a few times in the past, “there’s no such thing as a “spare” doctor,” especially not since the pandemic began, when
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healthcare workers primarily focused on the successful reduction of the ponderous burden that a novel and unpredictable disease such as COVID-19 carries around. Globally, its heavy toll on medical facilities and personnel was immediately causing a bigger, and in a way insurmountable issue—one that can be easily noticed in the lack of availability of healthcare workers that can take and later process smear tests, do cancer screenings or help people at immediate risk. A vast amount of cancer screening programmes are currently paused across the U.K. since the beginning of the pandemic lockdowns, and this led to the incapability of healthcare workers to detect approximately 1,600 cancer cases on a monthly basis. Some diseases, such as cancer, are not going to respond well if put on hold, considering that an early diagnosis means easier and more successful treatment in most cases.

According to one of the latest cancer studies by The European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer, 31% of women were less likely to seek help from their GP, 27% were worried about the effects of the pandemic on their aftercare and 15% were less likely to seek help from their breast cancer physician. In addition, it was concluded, as expected, that support will be restricted because of the continuous measures on social distance and long periods of quarantine. The study showed that women are generally less likely to ask for medical help or assistance during the coronavirus pandemic, and a bigger percentage of women started to develop symptoms that are generally connected to depression and anxiety. Consequently, the results show that a lot of women-patients simply need reassurance or support to freely reach for medical aid, meaning that this missing link is what would enable them to receive proper mental health support.¹²

According to the research conducted by Globocan in 2018,¹³ there were about 1200 newly diagnosed cases per year in North Macedonia, and an average of twenty two people per day are about to be diagnosed with cancer. Due to the dangers that patients may face during the pandemic, on April 11 this year, the Ministry of Health, in accordance with the University Clinic for Radiotherapy and Oncology, publicly announced the recommendations for people suffering from cancer:

University Clinic for Radiotherapy and Oncology informs patients that the institution operates smoothly and in conditions of COVID-19, due to the specificity of malignant diseases. Patients receiving chemotherapy and immunotherapy should call for regular appointments, as well as patients receiving radiotherapy. At the same time, it is recommended that the tablet therapy should be taken by a patient’s family member.¹⁴

Despite the recommendations and counselling addressed to people suffering from malignant diseases, they are continuously facing a number of obstacles, given that despite the need for the constant monitoring of medical therapy (oral or subcutaneous), as well as follow-up examinations that are inevitable for all patients with cancer, there are certain complications that arise due to the impossibility of scheduling follow-up examinations during the pandemic. In order to protect people who are currently receiving cancer treatment from the risks associated with exposure to the virus and to enable the timely receipt of adequate oral therapy, the Association for Fight Against Cancer - BORKA, the Red Cross and the University Clinic for Radiotherapy and Oncology started making daily lists of people living across the country who need medication. Zorica Adzievska, one of the program coordinators for BORKA in Skopje in the past three years, explained the situation that cancer patients are facing during the coronavirus pandemic.

In cooperation with the Red Cross and the University Clinic for Radiotherapy and Oncology, we decided to start making lists of all people who need to deliver medicines to their home. The patients call us, leave data, required therapy and city of residence, and then we forward the list every day. The next day, doctors—oncologists give out a report, and start preparing therapy

for each patient. Then, Red Cross volunteers carry the therapy through the cities. From the beginning of May, we started helping patients in this way, protecting them from travel and reducing their financial costs. On August 8, we had the largest number of patients, forty three - but still, the number varies. In total, only in our country there are 112 registered patients who have been given support with oral therapy—one is sent once, some several times, a new order is made every month, and it is communicated ten days before the delivery so that there is no vacuum.\(^1\)

At present, the country is facing a shortage of medicine due to the protocols for their procurement that takes more time to process, as well as the vast amount of people who are awaiting testing for COVID-19. People are often left without medication for ten days or are forced to take alternative drugs as substitutes because the ones they need are not available, although there must be no interruption in cancer therapy. The current government made a decision to disperse cancer therapy in other cities in the oncology wards so that patients do not travel to Skopje, which is actually part of a larger plan for the successful mobility of doctors across the country. Herein lies another problem that has become more noticeable during the pandemic and that has managed to show all of the implications that an unstable health care system can have, considering that there are not enough medical professionals, especially oncologists in cities across North Macedonia, and more specifically, specialists that treat breast cancer and cancers of women’s reproductive organs. Additionally, most of the individuals who are volunteering to help in the process of distributing cancer treatment throughout North Macedonia are women. Currently, there is an ongoing rotation system of specialists in different towns across North Macedonia, in order to prevent people from leaving their homes and towns just so that they can get their regular doctor’s appointment in the capital city. The gynaecology department in Kavadarci has already started working in this way. However, some criteria must be met—there are some patients who have to be examined specifically by a specialist, and that cannot always be done in their hometowns, taking into account that the continuity of examinations must not be lost, and therefore cause an unwanted distortion in data and thus diagnosis.\(^1\)


Conclusion

The lack of institutional care diminishes the possibility of changing essential social spheres for the benefit of women who are currently suffering the most – the ones who need health treatment and the ones who are still underpaid, yet overworked. In addition, conducting studies that will help understand the reason why the deeply entwined values that perpetually put women in the Balkans on the margins is no vacuum.

COVID-19 has managed to open old wounds that keep on reappearing when humanity is at its most vulnerable state, and one of them is the structural and in many ways implicit gender-based discrimination that for once should be perceived as a primary issue, considering that launching a so-called “structural change” strategy that would systematically address all of the issues that are profoundly intertwined with gender inequality that keeps on pushing away long-term alterations and solutions to a global issue is simply not enough. As Caroline Whaley states, “COVID-19 has the potential to be a disaster for equality,”\(^{16}\) considering that apart from women being the most affected by the pandemic at their workplaces, they are also significantly harmed by the slow but steady return of traditional family norms, if one considers that it is almost impossible to disentangle social regress from a global health crisis. As it is stated in the latest UN report\(^{18}\) based on the inevitable impact that COVID-19 has on women, approximately 70% of the women who live in developing countries are a part of the informal economy. In addition to that, about 70% of the healthcare workers around the globe are women who are also part of the majority of the medical staff generally have less access to protective equipment, showing that the statistics give us more valuable input than we are eager to read, see or simply accept.

